
 

 

HOOP SCOUT MEDIA PLAYER SPOTLIGHT (April 12-13) 

 

VARSITY GIRLS 

 

1. #1 (Banshees Phillips) Trinity Cooks 2027. Fayetteville HS 

Lefty driver. Floor general and vocal. Aggressive on ball defense. 

Crafty on the bounce and has good vision. Can shoot the 3. 

Facilitator. High IQ player. 

 

2. #23 (Banshees) Peyton Ward 2027. Marshfield HS 

Quick release in the midrange. Elevates on shots. Runs the floor well 

in transition and strong finisher around the rim. Active rebounder on 

both ends of the floor. Good handles when attacking. Up and rising 

athlete.  

  

3. #24 (Fast Dawgs) Kylie Perce 2026. Greenwood HS  

Down-hill attacker. Creative on the bounce. Strong and disciplined 

finisher. Takes advantage of mismatches on offense in the post area. 

Active crasher. Can run positions 1-3. High IQ player. 

 

4. #00 (Mavericks) Kori Sanders 2025. Lamar HS 

Quick and tough guard. Down-hill attacker. Competitor on both ends 

of the floor. Aggressive on-ball defender for 94 feet. Active rebounder 

for her height. Shifty on the bounce. Score at will from all 3 levels. 

Distributes the ball well. High IQ player. 

 

5. #12 (Lang AC) Charlene Hudson 2026. Springdale HS 

Nice handles. Shifty on the bounce. Finds teammates with ease in 

transition and in the half-court. Stretches the floor her shooting. Can 

get to the rim at will. High IQ player. 

 

6. #5 (Lang AC) Jazmine McArthur 2025. Harber HS 



 

 

Quick. Good vision Competitor. Down-hill attacker. Can shoot the 3. 

Able to get to the rim and finish through contact. Nice handles. 

Aggressive defender for 94 feet. 

 

7. #25 (Fast Dawgs) C. Bean 2025. Greenwood HS 

Quick. Nice handles and can handle pressure well. Pushes tempo. 

Can play 1-2 positions. Threat from the 3. Facilitator when needed. 

Scorers mentality. Good in big moments! 

 

8. #30 (Mavericks) Hazley Grotjohn 2025. Northside HS 

Scorers mentality. Nice midrange game. Stretches the floor with her 

shooting. Able to run positions 1-3. Good at drawing the foul when 

attacking. Competitor. Wants to be put in positions to make the big 

shot and can handle the responsibility of it.  

 

9. #34 (Lang AC) Mariah Moss 2025. Fayetteville HS 

Nice build. Strong at the rim. Good at reading the defense and 

making counters/secondary moves. Strong rebounder. 

 

10. #0 (Banshees) Taiga Norwood 2028. Farmington HS 

Crafty on the bounce. Nice handles. Handles pressure well. Good full 

court vision. Pushes tempo. Aggressive on ball defender. Up and 

rising star in the making. 

 

VARSITY BOYS 

1. #0 (!YES) Sammie Hinsey 2026 - Harber HS. Hinsey has the skillset 

and physical ability to develop into a high level player. He creates 

separation well, knows how to score it from inside and out. The three 

point shot is smooth and he has range to really space the floor. His 

ball handling is solid, strength and improving the handle will boost his 

value 

2. #2 (TBE) Bryden Baxter 2025 - Bryden can score the ball at a high 

level. Getting to the rim, pulling up in the mid-range, or knocking 

down the three ball is what he does. Understands angles and how to 



 

 

use his body around the rim to score, has a good handle which allows 

him to create separation. A good competitor, plays both sides of the 

ball with energy and physicality. 

3. #31 (Playmakers Black) Quinn Holsey 2026 - Bentonville HS. Quinn 

is a big time shooter. The three ball is a consistent shot for Quinn, he 

gets the shot off quick and it goes in. A vocal leader on the court as 

well, you will hear him talking the entire game. Plays hard, shows he 

wants to win by competing the whole game with high energy. 

4. #7 (TBE) Didi Mccole Zanguim 2024 - Didi without a doubt has the 

highest ceiling, a 6’6 forward with a good understanding of the game. 

He’s long and athletic, with the ability to handle the ball. His game is 

raw offensively but on the defensive end he can cause some trouble. 

Didi can play above the rim and score around the basket, getting 

stronger and developed more he will be on a college roster this next 

season or the year after. 

5. #3 (ASA) Xavier Mcdowell 2025 - Elkins HS. Xavier is a good athlete, 

he uses his athletic ability to get downhill and make some difficult 

finishes. He has a good handle, is able to use his physicality and 

explosiveness to beat defenders from the perimeter, then plays under 

control around the rim to score effectively. He can also shoot from 

three, more consistency from three will make him even harder to 

guard. 

6. #8 (Native Style) Xavier Harjo 2025 - Morris HS. Xavier is a true point 

guard, he understands how to put his team in position to win. He has 

a high IQ, playing through ball screens elevates him to another level. 

Xavier makes college level reads on the floor. He can score the ball 

just as good as passing, his control of the ball is good. He is crafty 

around the rim, plays off of two feet and takes high percentage shots. 

Can space the floor, can shoot the three ball consistently.  

7. #6 (Ark Black) Bradley Buckman 2025 - Danville HS. Bradley knows 

how to score the ball, he is comfortable taking and making shots. He 

is aggressive and physical on the offensive end, finds the open space 

well and attacks it. Has a nice shot from three, can make them 

consistently.  



 

 

8. #22 (Playmakers White) Aazire Banks 2026 - Bentonville West HS. 

This kid is tough! If you want a hard nosed playing player then Aazire 

is that player. Will play defense harder than anyone on the court, is 

flying around on the court. A pest on the ball makes it difficult for 

other guards to play under control. Can score effectively as well, fast 

with the ball and blows by defenders to score in the paint. Knocks 

down the open shots from outside. Makes the right plays and does 

what is necessary to win.  

9. #3 (Grove OK) Briggs Fink 2028 - Grove HS. Briggs is going to be a 

dominant player in Oklahoma by the time he is a senior. His pace and 

understanding of the game impressively high this early in his career. 

He scores around the rim with ease, scoring through contact with no 

issue. A consistent jumper from three will make him a difficult player 

to guard.  

10. #7 (Skywalkers) Jace Shulte 2025 - Seneca HS. Jace is an 

aggressive guard who scores the ball efficiently and effectively. He 

plays smart with physicality, can shoot the ball and score inside the 

paint well. Defensively he is very involved and likes to play some 

tough defense on opposing guards. 


